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INTRODUCTION
In November 2020, the City and County of Denver, Community Planning and Development, contracted
Corbett AHS, Inc. to prepare historic contexts and recommendations of historic significance for four (4)
neighborhoods in southeast Denver: Indian Creek, Washington Virginia Vale, Goldsmith, and the area of
University Hills north of East Yale Avenue. This report and historic context, which addresses the Indian
Creek neighborhood, will help inform the Near Southeast Area Plan of Denver’s Neighborhood Planning
Initiative, and will help accelerate the Discover Denver citywide building survey. Included here is a
description of the Indian Creek project area, a brief historic context, an outline of common property types
by use/function category, a brief list and discussion of property types, and an even briefer discussion of
properties with landmark potential within the neighborhood boundaries.
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PROJECT AREA DESCRIPTION
The Indian Creek Neighborhood is located in southeast Denver and is an irregularly shaped configuration
of quarter-mile-by-quarter-mile squares lying east of South Quebec Street within a larger area for which
the primary northern transportation corridor is Leetsdale Drive/South Parker Road and the southern
transportation corridor is East Iliff Avenue as it runs east from Quebec Street. It is one mile north-south
and three-quarters of a mile east-west. Although South Quebec Street comprises its entire west boundary,
other boundaries (with the exception of one-quarter mile of East Florida Avenue as it intersects with South
Quebec) are not defined by streets and avenues, but by the geography of the Public Land Survey System.
Thus, the Indian Creek location is best described as:
•
•
•
•

The SW ¼ of Section 21, Township 4 South, Range 67 West
The SE ¼ of the NW ¼ of Section 21, Township 4 South, Range 67 West
The SW ¼ of the SE ¼ of Section 21, Township 4 South, Range 67 West
The N ½ of the NE ¼ of Section 28, Township 4 South, Range 67 West

Figure 1 shows the placement of the neighborhood’s boundaries within these sections. Omitted from this
area is a triangular portion of open space located in the SW ¼ of the SW ¼ of Section 21. This space is, like
most of the ground surrounding Indian Creek, still a part of Arapahoe County.

Figure 1. The Indian Creek neighborhood boundary showing its placement in Sections 21 and 28, T4S, R67W.
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Indian Creek is, except for a small stretch of its western border along South Quebec Street from East
Florida Avenue south to East Cherry Creek Drive South, entirely bounded by unincorporated Arapahoe
County. Although it still contains some areas of open space, it is generally comprised of residential
developments consisting of duplex townhomes and condominium/apartment complexes, most of which
were constructed in the 1980s, at a time when architectural styles in housing were trending away from
mid-twentieth-century modernism and toward more traditional styles. Two later developments, Indian
Creek Filing 10 and Indian Creek Filing 11, were constructed in 1995 and 2014 respectively and consist of
unattached single-family homes. No instances of redevelopment (i.e., removal of a building for
replacement with another) were observed in the residential area of Indian Creek. Data from 2017 shows
Indian Creek to be home to approximately 3800 people, with a median age of 39.
South of the residential areas, Indian Creek is crossed by Cherry Creek. Cherry Creek Drive runs along the
south side of the creek, as does a walking/bike path that follows the creek and the street, with open space
(including the creek itself) between the path and the residential developments. This space includes the
City of Chennai Park (Figure 2), a small park that is largely an open, landscaped greenspace ringed by a
walking path and trees. It is notably ideal for kite flying and other activities that require a large open area.

Figure 2. The City of Chennai Park, facing southwest from East Iowa Street. Photograph by Corbett AHS, Inc.

To the south of Cherry Creek Drive and east of South Quebec Street, a large, roughly triangular area
comprises a zone of industrial buildings and properties (Figure 3). This area is bounded on the south by
Indian Creek’s southernmost boundary line. A City-owned waste management transfer station comprises
3

the northern half of this triangular area, and the Denver Dumb Friends League Leslie Malone Center facility
is located in the southwest corner of the Indian Creek Neighborhood.

Figure 3. Industrial/Commercial Area within Indian Creek.

Indian Creek contains no individual properties that are designated for historic significance, although
segments of the Highline Canal (5DV.840) have been determined to be eligible for the National Register
of Historic Places (NRHP). The Highline Canal crosses Indian Creek in two locations near the eastern
boundary of the neighborhood.
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
To gain an understanding of Indian Creek neighborhood, its history and character, the following steps
were taken:
•

A “windshield” survey was undertaken, in which the streets of the neighborhood were driven
(where publicly accessible), building types and other cultural landscape features were noted. High
resolution photographs were taken of key, iconic, and selected exemplar buildings. When
necessary, sites were revisited or were examined using Google Earth aerials and street view.

•

The history of Indian Creek was documented using primary sources accessible through online
archival collections. These included:
o

The Denver Public Library Western History and Genealogy collections.

o

Archives of the Denver Post, accessed through the Access World News database.

o

Data collections available from the City and County of Denver (Denvergov.org).

o

Other pertinent news articles.

•

Secondary sources, which are included in the references cited/bibliography section of this report.

•

Maps were created using base layers from archival or online sources (e.g., Google Earth or Google
Maps), with overlays created in PowerPoint.
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HISTORIC CONTEXT
The Indian Creek neighborhood in Southeast Denver, located on the east side of South Quebec Street at
about East Florida Avenue, was imagined in the economic boom years of the 1970s but realized in the
belt-tightening 1980s. Outside of a concentration of industrial properties and office buildings south of
Cherry Creek Drive, the neighborhood is entirely residential. Housing stock is largely comprised of
contiguous pockets of attached townhomes and condominium complexes set along linear-grid-defying
curved streets and cul-de-sacs. With little stylistic variance, these townhome developments largely reflect
the transition from the Shed Style modernism that held wide appeal in the late 1970s and early 1980s to
the more traditional styles and style elements found in urban infill and suburban architecture of the later
1980s and 1990s.
Long a rural area of horse pasture and farmland on the outskirts of Denver, some vestiges from Denver’s
early days can still be read in the landscape of the Indian Creek neighborhood. Figure 4 shows the Indian
Creek boundary superimposed over the 1899 Willits Farm Map of Denver. Visible are what would become
South Parker Road, Cherry Creek, and (most importantly) the property lines, surveyed along quarter and
quarter-quarter section lines, which seven decades later would define the lands identified for
development.

Figure 4. 1899 Willits Farm map, showing property lines and landscape features still in evidence in Indian Creek. Current Indian
Creek neighborhood boundary is superimposed in yellow. Source: Denver Public Library Western History and Genealogy
Collection, Call No. CG4312.N61.1899.WS.
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Denver’s early decades in the nineteenth century saw a great deal of annexation as the city expanded,
but after the annexation of the Valverde area in west Denver in 1902, the city’s boundaries were static
until the 1940s when, as the nation prepared to go to war, Denver became an important locus of defenserelated industry. Lowry Air Base opened in 1938 and Buckley Field in 1942. The influx of workers and
military personnel led to a severe housing shortage, and again the City added territory through
annexation, with the aim of building sufficient housing with access to city services. This housing shortage
only intensified with the war’s end, and between 1944 and the end of 1969 Denver added more than 38.5
square miles to the city’s ballooning boundary. Indian Creek was annexed to Denver in increments from
1965 to 1973, with the industrial area in the south of the neighborhood added before the residential area
(Figure 5). 1

Figure 5. Dates of Indian Creek’s annexation to the City and County of Denver.

City and County of Denver Annexations. https://www.denvergov.org/opendata/dataset/city-and-county-ofdenver-annexations.
1
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Notable in the industrial landscape of southern Indian Creek is the 1965 transfer station, a part of the
city’s waste management system. Constructed under improvements to trash management under the
administration of Mayor Tom Currigan, the site was acquired by the city through a land swap for its
maintenance depot site at East Iowa Avenue and South Vine Street, plus $75,000. A 1965 article in the
Denver Post showed a model of the transfer station, considered state-of-the-art for its time (Figure 6).
The new site, called “isolated” by the Denver Post, was annexed to the city and by the end of summer the
new facility was up and running, moving trash from the smaller collection trucks to much larger transport
vehicles, which took the material to the landfill at Lowry. 2

Figure 6. A photograph of the architectural model for the proposed transfer station at South Quebec Street and Cherry Creek.
Source: The Denver Post, March 11, 1965, p.37

Other industrial buildings in this area lie south of the transfer station in the 1974 Oak Park subdivision,
and most date to the 1970s and early 1980s. This area was developed by Perry and Butler, beginning with
1980 S. Quebec Street, which an ad in the November 3, 1974, Denver Post called the “Oak Park Multiplex”
(Figure 7). A steel frame building with a modernist exterior of aggregate concrete panels separated by
white-painted vertical steel members that support exposed roof beams, the building communicated that
“Trash Transfer Station to Start” March 11, 1965, Denver Post, p. 37; “Station Site Delayed Again,” June 15, 1965,
Denver Post, p. 3.

2
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this small subdivision stood ready to serve Denver’s expanding business communities during the oil boom
of the 1970s.

Figure 7. Ad for Perry & Butler’s “Oak Park Multiplex”. Source: The Denver Post, November 3, 1974, p. 84.

Although the city and developers doubtless had plans to grow beyond Indian Creek’s boundaries, no
sooner had Denver annexed the major residential portions of Indian Creek than they found themselves
confounded. The “Poundstone Amendment,” a 1974 amendment to the Colorado Constitution conceived
and championed by Arapahoe County politician and conservative activist Freda Poundstone, stipulated
that the City and County of Denver could not annex territory without the approval of the voters in the
county whose land was to be annexed. The Poundstone Amendment effectively ended Denver’s ability to
9

add lands for residential development. 3 The effect of this, generally applied to the city, was to increase
development pressure on the little undeveloped acreage within the city limits. For Indian Creek it meant
that the neighborhood would be permanently surrounded by Arapahoe County on nearly all sides (see
Figure 1). The same year Colorado voters passed the Poundstone Amendment, the Washburn-Weiss
Partnership, formed by real estate developers Charles Weiss, J. W. Skinner, and Michael J. Bellamy, platted
Indian Creek Filing 1, which comprised most of the area now included in Indian Creek. This “mother filing,”
which would be augmented and carved into future filings and subdivisions, first by the Canadian developer
Nu-West in 1981, followed by Brock Homes that same year, was the beginning of the patchwork of
townhome developments to come and would be the core of the new neighborhood (Figure 8). 4

Figure 8. Indian Creek plats, showing general dates of filings. Source: Denver Open Data Catalog: Subdivisions.
https://www.denvergov.org/opendata/dataset/city-and-county-of-denver-subdivisions

3
4

Leonard and Noel, p. 293.
“Indian Creek is Home to Many New Developments,” Denver Post, January 29, 1984, p. 197
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By the mid-eighties, development in Indian Creek was well underway. The townhomes, which were more
affordable than single-family homes, appealed to younger first-time buyers and also to empty-nesters
looking to downsize. Interest rates in those years were a strong disincentive to homebuying: in an attempt
to control inflation, the Federal Reserve had driven mortgage interest rates to levels that seem almost
unimaginable today. At their highest, interest rates were over 18 percent in 1981. 5 Home buying was at
an all-time low, and young first-time homebuyers were all but shut out of the market.
Developments like those in Indian Creek offered homes of reasonable size with at least a small yard, at a
price a young professional or young working couple could afford. A January 29, 1984, ad/article in the real
estate section of the Sunday Denver Post was accompanied by an aerial view that showed Indian Creek’s
connection to Denver and called out the many reasons Indian Creek was a desirable area. The article noted
it was equidistant to the Denver Tech Center and downtown Denver, so easily commutable for a young
professional’s workday. For after-work activities, Indian Creek was close to nightlife; in the 1980s, prior to
the revitalization of lower downtown, this was concentrated in the singles bars and restaurants in
Glendale and along the East Hampden corridor. In the same section, a quarter-page ad for Brock
Townhomes touted Indian Creek’s location as “prestigious” (Figure 9). That the primary market for the
developments were young singles and/or childless couples is further evidenced by the fact that schools
were not mentioned in the marketing materials, even though Indian Creek was very close to elementary
and middle schools. In addition to Brock Homes, developers active in Indian Creek included Oxford Homes,
Nu-West, Arnold Companies, Tridel Incorporated, and Homex of Colorado. 6

Figure 9. Marketing materials for Indian Creek as advertised in the Denver Post, January 29, 1984.

5
6

FreddieMac. “30 year fixed rate mortgage averages since 1971.”
“Indian Creek is Home to Many New Developments,” Denver Post, January 29, 1984, p.197.
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Another amenity of Indian Creek curiously not mentioned in the 1984 marketing materials is the City of
Chennai Park, a small expanse of about eight acres located on South Quebec Street at East Iowa Avenue.
The grounds were designated as park space in Indian Creek’s first filing in 1974 (Figure 10), and it was
dedicated in 1977. 7 It is part of the Sister Cities program in Denver and is named for the Indian city of
Chennai (formerly Madras), India.

Figure 10. Partial plat of Indian Creek, Filing 1, showing the specified park location, now the City of Chennai Park

Two later developments located at Indian Creek Filing 10 (platted 1994, constructed 1995) and Indian
Creek Filing 11 (platted 2012, constructed 2014), reflect a move away from townhome construction on
the part of developers. Both of these developments are comprised of single-family detached homes,
which may reflect a preference for single-family homes in years of economic recovery after recessions.
Today, most of the townhomes at Indian Creek are owner-occupied, and the demographic is still relatively
young, with a median age of 39. In the first decade of the twenty-first century, the racial and ethnic
demographics changed somewhat, becoming more diverse. In 2000, non-Hispanic white residents
comprised 82% of the 3,341 people who lived in Indian Creek, with Black residents at 6%, Hispanic
residents at 6%, and Asian residents at 3%. By 2010, with a similar population (3,096), the percentage of
white residents had dropped to 73%, while Black residents were at 10.5%, Hispanic residents at about
7

Personal communication, Jennifer L. Buddenborg, December 22, 2020.
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9.5%, and Asian residents at 3.5%. More recently, 2019 data shows that the percentage of Hispanic
residents has increased (17%), while the percentage of Black residents has decreased (6%), the percentage
of white residents has decreased slightly (70%) and Asian residents have decreased slightly as well (3%). 8
Although it is less than a half-century old, the Indian Creek is consistent with the neighborhood as it first
came to be. With townhome communities protected by their homeowner’s associations, the
neighborhood is so far devoid of redevelopment. In the coming decades, as historians and others look to
the built environment to understand the 1980s and 1990s, Indian Creek may come to be a valuable tool
for this type of study.

Percentage rounded to the nearest whole or half point. In each year, residents in other categories or who
identified in two or more categories comprised 2 to 4 percent. Data sources: 2000 Census Data by tract, Denver,
Colorado. https://koordinates.com/layer/101885-denver-colorado-census-block-groups-2000/; 2010 Census Data
by tract, Denver, Colorado. https://koordinates.com/layer/101892-denver-colorado-census-tracts-2010/
2019 Census Data by tract, Denver, Colorado. Census Reporter. “Census Tract 70.13, Denver Colorado.”
https://censusreporter.org/profiles/14000US08031007013-census-tract-7013-denver-co/.
8
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OUTLINE OF COMMON PROPERTY TYPES
The following property types were observed in Indian Creek. Townhomes are the dominant residential
type and were present in duplex and multi-plex form. Two developments of single-family homes were
present. The non-residential area of Indian Creek is dominated by industrial warehouse and office
buildings.
Common Property Types: Townhome Developments
Image

Location and Information
SW corner of E. Iowa
Avenue and South Syracuse
Street.
Indian Creek Filing No. 3,
platted 1979
Conchas Development,
constructed 1983.
East Colorado Avenue at
approximately South Spruce
Street.
Granville West Subdivision,
Filing No. 1, platted 1983,

Form, Style, and Materials
Townhome
Modern movement (Shed
style variant)
Stucco siding

Townhome
Neo-Victorian
Wood Siding

Granville West Townhomes,
constructed 1984
South Quebec Way at
approximately East
Colorado Avenue
Indian Creek Filing No. 9,
platted 1984

Townhome
Neo-Traditional
Fiberboard siding

Emerald Valley Townhomes
constructed 1986
South Quebec Way at East
Iowa Avenue
Indian Creek Filing No. 8.
Villa Marbella. Constructed
1983

14

Townhome
Mediterranean Revival
(Modern Interpretation)
Stucco siding,
Concrete barrel tile roof

Common Property Types: Single Family Homes
Image

Location and Information
South Ulster Street at East
Jewell Avenue
Indian Creek Filing 10
Unnamed housing
development, constructed
1996

Form, Style, and Materials
Split Level
Millennium Mansion 9
Siding unknown
(fiberboard?)
Decorative brick veneer
Asphalt roof

Common Property Types: Industrial/Office Buildings
Warehouse/Office Building,
1980 S. Quebec Street

Two story commercial
block building

Oak Park Subdivision,
platted 1974

Style: Modern

Building constructed 1974

9

McAlester, Field Guide to American Houses, 2nd ed., p. 707.
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Materials: Steel frame,
Concrete exterior cladding

KEY/ICONIC STRUCTURES
Only two individual structures were determined to be notable in the Indian Creek neighborhood for their
elevated ability to address aspects of the neighborhood’s history or because they are unique in their
importance to the cultural history of the city more generally. 10 No residential properties were included,
given that townhome and condominium complexes such as those that comprise the over-30 year old
residential housing stock in Indian Creek are very common across many neighborhoods in southeast
Denver and were not determined to be architecturally or historically significant. Therefore, no
concentrations of buildings were identified as iconic or eligible for landmark designation; however,
because historic, architectural, geographic and cultural significance is subjective and may change over
time, this assessment should be periodically revisited.
Locations are mapped below (Figure 11). For each entry, a brief discussion of the property’s history,
potential for landmarking and eligibility to the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) is included.
Photographs of these structures or representative structures contained within the concentrations follow
each discussion.

Figure 11. Locations of the two key or iconic structures in Indian Creek.

The term structure is here applied to buildings in order to maintain consistency with the City and County of
Denver Landmark Ordinance, Section 30.2 (18). The National Register of Historic Places distinguishes buildings
from structures in its categorization of property types (see NRHP Bulletin 15, How to Apply the National Register
Criteria for Evaluation, p. 4).

10
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Structures, Individual Properties
•

Denver Dumb Friends Leslie Malone Shelter, 2080 South Quebec Street. Long recognized as one
of the most important animal rescue organizations in the nation, the Denver Dumb Friends
League was founded in 1910. Saving thousands of four-legged lives a year meant that the
organization was almost continually outgrowing its facilities. This structure was constructed in
1974 and expanded and enlarged in 1986 and again in 1999. In 2017 the interior was completely
remodeled. Although much about the structure has changed since it was first built and the
historic integrity has been impacted, the basic massing along the Quebec Street façade still
retains some of its original character. Historic photographs of the original building were not found
during research and further investigation could provide better assessment of the building’s
historic integrity. If integrity were to be found sufficient to support designation, it could be
eligible for Landmark designation. Further, if integrity supports, it could meet Criterion A in the
area of Social History at the local level for eligibility to the NRHP.

The Denver Dumb Friends building, prior to the 2017 renovation (L) and after the 2017 renovation (R). Google Earth
aerials.
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•

Warehouse/Office Building, 1980 S Quebec Street. This was the first warehouse/office building
constructed in the Oak Park Subdivision in 1974, and was named the “Oak Park Multiplex” by the
builder, Perry & Butler. It is a steel frame structure with an exterior veneer of aggregate concrete
panels separated by vertical steel beams. Its architectural style is rooted in the modernist impulse
of the mid-twentieth century, communicating its function easily through its corrugated boxiness,
its easily identifiable bays, and its rhythmic fenestration. This building has very good integrity and
is over 30 years of age. It meets Criterion C for Landmark designation, and further research could
reveal it meets other criteria as well, indicating that it does carry potential for Landmarking. It
would also meet Criterion C in the area of architecture at the local level for eligibility to the NRHP.
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